
      

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

R22146 

TO AVOID RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK, BE SURE TO SHUT OFF              POWER WHILE 

POWER BEFORE INSTALLING OR SERVICING THIS FIXTURE. 
 

Installation Steps 

Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out all 

the parts on a clear surface. 

1. Install the light bulb (not included) in accordance with 

the fixture’s specifications. 

DO NOT EXCEED THE MAXIMUM WATTAGE 

RATING! 

2. Assemble glass shade (K) over the socket (J) well. 

3. Determine the rod length if necessary, then insert the 

wires through the rods and canopy(E). Assemble the 

rod (H) together, then assemble the small rod (G) onto 

the rod (H), after that, assemble the top end of the rod 

(G) onto the canopy (E) and the bottom end of the rod 

(H) into the coupling (I).   

4. Secure mounting plate (B) to outlet box with outlet box 

screws (A).  

5. Make wire connections with wire connector:  

---The smooth wire (w/o marking) from fixture to 

black wire from power source. 

---The ribbed wire (w/o marking) from fixture to 

white wire from power source.   

---Attach the ground wire and house ground wire to   

the mounting bar(B) with the green ground screw(C). 

Carefully tuck wires back into the outlet box.         

6. Attach the fixture main body onto outlet box by protruding 

mounting screws(C) through mounting holes on the 

canopy(E) and secure with ball nut(F). 

7. Turn on the power at fuse or circuit box. 
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